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Social mobility
New Law Journal – Further coverage that the social mobility Twitter campaign
#IamtheBar has been extended to the judiciary, profiling judges: #IamtheBench.
The Bar Council’s social media campaign to make careers at the Bar appear more
accessible, launched in the summer when 11 barristers turned ‘social mobility
advocates’ shared their personal and professional stories with the public, resulting in
thousands of retweets. Now the Bar Council has launched a spin-off series for
judges.
#IamtheBench profiles three judges, Circuit Judges HHJ Avik Mukherjee and HHJ
Sandy Canavan, and Tribunal Chamber President Judge John Aitken. All three have
non-traditional backgrounds.
Judge Aitken, in his profile, explains he was given time and encouragement by every
judge he asked for advice and says he is ‘surprised by how little I am approached for
advice’. HHJ Canavan says ‘I believe it is crucial to explain to kids from a
background like mine that there is no reason that they cannot be anything they want
to be.’
Brexit
Legal Futures - Brexit will not change London and the UK’s position as a global
leader in legal services, a City lobby group has predicted. Launching a report
yesterday day highlighting the international nature of London’s commercial courts
and its attraction for foreign law firms, TheCityUK said revenue at the top 100 firms
grew by 10% last year to reach £24.2bn.
Meanwhile the Bar Council has been briefing barristers to prepare for the “genuine
risk” of a no-deal Brexit.

Even if the Prime Minister’s withdrawal agreement is backed by Parliament next
month, barristers were reminded that the shape of any agreement on professional
services was “extremely uncertain”.
The Bar Council said in new guidance that barristers specialising in traditional EU or
international practice areas – such as competition, state aid, public procurement,
migration, intellectual property and insolvency – “were likely already to be well
informed”.
The Law Gazette reports that despite the encouraging figures, TheCityUK’s report
calls on the UK to ensure it secures a ‘bespoke future relationship’ with continued
cross-border recognition and enforcement of judgments in the EU after Brexit.
Similar calls have been made by both the Law Society and Bar Council amid the
present Brexit impasse.
The Gazette also separately reports that the House of Commons Justice Select
Committee has asked the Ministry of Justice to answer several questions about the
implications of Brexit on the justice system before MPs vote on the deal Theresa May
has agreed with EU leaders. Fundamental questions raised by the Law Society, Bar
Council and an expert in finance and capital markets at magic circle firm Clifford
Chance remain: 'Will submission to the jurisdiction of the English courts and
enforceability of judgments remain the same before and after Brexit (including the
implementation period)? What will be the impact on contractual continuity?'
PoliticsHome – Bar leaders warn that Government backing and tough negotiation
will be needed to help maintain a truly ‘Global Britain’ post-Brexit.
The value and volume of the Bar’s international work continue to show year on year
growth, according to figures released by the Bar Council yesterday.
Chair of the Bar Andrew Walker QC said: “The international work of the Bar
provides much-needed fuel for the British economy and legal sector, but if the UK is
to fulfil its post-Brexit trade ambitions, legal professionals must be able to deliver
their international services effectively and competitively both in new markets and in
the EU. Not only does the legal services sector earn significant revenues of its own,
the cluster of professional services that it supports and the trade they attract makes a
huge contribution to UK GDP.
“But a successful Brexit is about much more than that. Our future health and
prosperity as a nation depends on a host of other measures too. Our businesses
must have confidence that their suppliers and customers will honour their
contractual obligations, or face effective legal action. Our citizens must have ready
access to courts and compensation, and to help from our own lawyers, when goods

they buy from Europe go wrong or they fall ill or are injured anywhere in
Europe. We also need courts in the UK and Europe to be able to cooperate in
protecting children when families fall apart.
“We must also not forget that, if we are to continue to maintain our reputation for
the quality of our justice and rule of law, we must be able to be proud of our whole
system. We cannot afford half measures: the Government must be willing to invest
in justice, to stand up for the rule of law, and to be seen as world leader in both
respects.”
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